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Introduction
Do property taxes irritate you? That’s not surprising. Countless surveys have found
that property taxes are the most hated form of taxation. No other tax has been the
target of more citizen “revolts” around the country, and no other tax has been the
subject of more attempts to limit actual collections.
For taxpayers property taxes are complicated, confusing, unpredictable, and – perhaps
most significantly – extremely visible. Unlike sales tax payments to government that
dribble out of your pocketbook over the course of a year or income tax withholdings
which never show up in your checking account in the first place, the property tax is
an “in your face” lump sum which many have to write big checks for twice a year.
At the same time, property taxes are the most indispensible form of tax revenue for
local government and will stay that way for many good reasons. For local
governments it is highly stable revenue – economic conditions generally won’t affect
collections. It is also highly predictable revenue – local governments themselves
determine the amount of property taxes they collect. It helps insulate local
governments and their budgets from the decisions of lawmakers in St. Paul. It is
essentially impossible to avoid. And perhaps above all, it does a fantastic job of
matching taxpayers’ expectations of government with their willingness to pay for it.
For these reasons – like it or not – property taxation is here to stay. It will always be
an important and integral part of our tax system. As a result, greater public
understanding, acceptance, and trust of the property tax is not really an option but an
absolute necessity.
That process begins at the ground level – with your own property tax bill and
your ability to understand the reasons why that bill changes every year. That’s
the objective of this “how to” guide.
In a step-by-step, question-and-answer format this guide explains how to break down
your property tax bill and identify the reasons why your property taxes change. By
understanding the reasons for change you can identify the people, places and issues
that are having the biggest influence on your property tax bill. That’s the final payoff
– using this understanding to become a more engaged and knowledgeable participant
in your local government’s budget and levying processes and gaining more influence
over your property tax bill as a result.
Are you ready to start? Let’s go!
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Getting Started: Understanding the Basics
Q: All right, I’m game. Where do we start?
A: Before breaking down your own property tax bill, it’s important to have some
basic understanding of three basic parts of the property tax system all of which affect
your property tax bill.
Q: OK, what’s first?
A: Let’s start with the most important part: the local levies. Your property is located
in a city or township, a county, a school district, and probably one or more “special
taxing districts” (like a watershed district). These are all called “jurisdictions”. Each
jurisdiction in Minnesota independently determines how much money it wants to
spend during the upcoming year and sets the amount of property taxes it wants to
collect in the upcoming year (a “levy”) to help finance that level of spending. Most
of the time elected officials set the levy after seeking citizens’ input but occasionally
voters themselves have the opportunity directly approve a levy. Your total property
tax bill is really a collection of bills from all these different local governments.
(Property tax trivia: there are actually 6,175 different combinations of local taxing
jurisdictions – or “unique taxing areas” – in Minnesota!)
Q: What affects decisions about how much property taxes to levy?
A: A lot of things. The biggest influence is the type, amount and quality of services
locally elected officials decide to provide to satisfy their citizens’ needs, wishes, and
expectations. But levy decisions are also heavily influenced by:
 local governments’ ability to raise money from non-property tax sources, like
fees for services or other charges
 the use of budget reserves (or a desire to increase reserves)
 the level of financial support state government provides
 cost inflation in the delivery of government services
 various mandates which the state and federal government impose that require
local governments to do certain things, deliver particular types of services, or
deliver services in a certain way. In many cases, aid payments only partially
reimburse local governments for the cost of these mandates – if they are
reimbursed at all.
In short, there are a lot of factors which go into the levy setting process.
Q: OK, that all makes sense. What’s the second part?
A: After the levy, the second big part is the change in property values.
Governments need a way to spread out that levy among all the property owners in
their jurisdiction. That’s where property values come in. It’s useful to think of
property values as what determines the size of your piece of the property tax levy pie.
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Q: So if my property value goes up my taxes will go up and if my property value
goes down my taxes will go down?
A: NO, and we can’t emphasize this enough! This is one of the biggest and most
common misunderstandings citizens have about property taxes. Always remember,
local officials decide the overall size of the levy pie. Because they just distribute
the levy, higher property values don’t create new property taxes and lower property
values don’t wipe out property taxes. In other words – changes in property values
only change everyone’s slice of the pie – they don’t change the size of the pie itself.
And unlike a change in the levy – which affects all properties in the same way –
property values change in different ways for different properties. Market conditions
cause the values of different types
of property (for example, homes What About Property Tax Rates?
versus retail) to increase or If you’ve ever attended a Truth in Taxation
decrease at different rates. hearing or looked at local governments’
Location will also cause property budget presentations, you’ve probably seen
values to grow faster or slower your property tax rates compared (probably
than others. Remodeling can add favorably) to other communities. So you may
substantial value to property. And be asking, how much attention should I pay to
new construction and property property tax rates when I try to understand the
demolitions add to and subtract changes to my property tax bill?
from the property tax base.
Our advice is simple: Ignore Them
Why does this matter? Each year
based on property assessments, the Property tax rates aren’t like income and sales
local levy gets redistributed based tax rates, which influence the amount of
on everyone’s relative share of revenues government collects. Property tax
total taxable value. If the taxable rates are determined by taking a set amount of
value of your property grows money that a government decides to collect
faster than overall growth in total (the levy) and dividing it by the taxable value
taxable value, then your property in its jurisdiction. Property tax rates are just
becomes a bigger share of the tax something local governments need to properly
base, and you pay a bigger portion allocate tax burden across property owners.
of the overall levy. The opposite They don’t tell you why property taxes are
is also true – if the taxable value of changing.
your property grows more slowly
than total taxable value, then your Don’t get distracted by cogs in the system.
property becomes a smaller share Keep your eye on the levy decisions, which
of the tax base and you pay a determine the actual amount of property tax
smaller portion of the property tax dollars a local government will collect.
levy.
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Q: So if I understand you correctly, my property value might rise but if other
properties’ values rise faster, I might get a tax cut?
A: That’s certainly possible. Of course the opposite could also happen – if your
property’s taxable value declines, but a recession causes other values to decline by
more, you might see a tax increase.
Q: Wait a minute, you just mentioned “taxable value”. Is that different from the
assessed value of my property?
A: Yes, and that is the final part of the property tax system. Minnesota’s property
tax system has a long history of treating certain types of property favorably.
Generally speaking, this favoritism – called “classification” – favors lower-valued
homes, cabins, and farms at the expense of commercial and industrial property, utility
property, and railroad property. The result is that the property values used to
distribute the property tax levy are different than market values the local assessor
assigns to your property.
It’s easy to get lost in the incredibly complicated ways Minnesota uses to turn
assessed value into taxable value, but the important point to remember is this:
whenever policymakers change how taxable values are calculated, the practical effect
is the same as market value changes: tax burden gets shifted around among
property owners. Policymakers don’t change this very often, but when they do it
can have a significant impact on individual property tax bills.
Q: So two things – changes in the property tax levy and relative changes in value –
are basically what create the change in my property tax bill?
A: Yes, but remember that your property tax bill is actually a collection of bills from
several different governments. Each jurisdiction has its own levy and tax base.
Q: OK, let’s get down to the issue I’m most interested in. Just how do I figure out
what’s responsible for changes in my property tax bill?
A: Figuring this out is a two-step process.
STEP ONE: Split the total change in your property tax bill between the change
created by increases or decreases in the property tax levy, and the change created by
relative changes in value.
STEP TWO: For jurisdictions where levy-induced changes have a noticeable impact
on your property tax bill (you get to determine what is “noticeable”), determine WHY
the levy is growing.
We’ll now walk you through the tasks associated with both of these steps.
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STEP ONE: Split Your Property Tax Change Into Levy Effects & Valuation
Effects
Q: How do I get started?
A: To assign responsibility between levies and values for the changes in your
property tax bill for the upcoming year you need two pieces of information. The first
is the “Truth-in-Taxation” (T-n-T) statement that local governments send out every
November (see below for an example) which shows both the property taxes for the
current year and the proposed property taxes for the upcoming year on your property.

Source: Minnesota Department of Revenue
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The other piece of information you need is the proposed levy change – in percent –
for the governments that tax your property. Fortunately, there is “one stop shopping”
for this information – local governments report both their proposed and final levies to
the Department of Revenue. You can find the proposed property tax levies for 2016
at http://www.revenue.state.mn.us/propertytax/Pages/ptlevies-16p.aspx. Click on the
spreadsheet at the bottom of the page, and gather information on the levies for your
county, your city or township, your school, and any other government with a levy
listed in your Truth in Taxation statement.
If you can’t find access this file, you will need to contact either the Department of
Revenue or your local governments and ask them to provide that information for you.
Q: It looks like my Truth in Taxation statement combines several small individual
levies together and labels them “Other Special Taxing Districts”. Is this an issue?
A: Probably not. These are typically smaller units of government (like watershed
districts) with minor levies that don’t impact your property tax bill very much. We
suggest focusing on the largest jurisdictions – usually your city, county and school –
since they are likely to have the biggest impact on your bill. (If you still want to
include these smaller levies in your investigation, your most recent property tax bill
will list each specific taxing jurisdiction you pay property taxes to).
Q: Okay, I have all the information you described. Now what do I do?
A: Levy changes affect each property the same because the change would be spread
evenly across all properties if the tax base didn’t change. Value changes then
redistribute that new levy amount. Figuring out how much of your property tax
change to assign to each of these factors is easy to do. We’ll walk you through it
using a real example. (To simplify things, we have rounded everything to the nearest
dollar.)
1. To find the effects of levy changes on your bill: look on the T-n-T
statement for the property taxes each government imposed on your
property this year. Then multiply each amount times the percent change
the relevant government has proposed for its levy in the upcoming year.
Some jurisdictions (especially schools) will have more than one levy listed –
be sure to add them together before you start.
This shows the change in taxes on your property local officials are creating by
adjusting overall levies – before any accounting for any value changes. In this
example, proposed levy changes alone – before accounting for any new school
levies – will trigger a roughly $132 increase in property taxes. (Did your
school district pass a referendum this year? If so be sure to read the sidebar
on the next page that talks about why the estimated taxes on your T-n-T
statement can differ from the property tax bill you end up getting.)
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Resulting
Tax Change
Washington County
$931
$32
City of Woodbury
$1,088
$48
South Washington Schools
$1,731
$51
Metropolitan Council
$84
$1
Total for Listed Jurisdictions
$3,835
$132
*According to Washington County, all other info from the Department of Revenue
Jurisdiction

2015 Taxes

Proposed 2016
Levy Change
3.45%
4.39%
2.96%*
0.75%

2. To find the effects of value changes: look on the T-n-T statement for the
tax amounts each government proposes to levy against your property in
the upcoming year. From that, subtract BOTH the current year taxes
and the proposed property tax changes created by changes in the various
property tax levies that you found in the last step. What’s left is the impact
that changes in property values are having on the proposed change in your
property tax bill.
Continuing our example from above, value changes in this homeowner’s community
reduced his or her home’s share of the total property tax base in every instance.
Because of this, value changes offset about $91 of the $132 increase in property taxes
that the levy increases were driving – leading to a total proposed city, county, school,
and Met Council tax increase of just $41.

Jurisdiction

Washington County
City of Woodbury
South Washington Schools
Metropolitan Council
Total

Proposed
Taxes for
Upcoming
Year

Minus
Taxes for
Current
Year

$938
$1,104
$1,750
$84
$3,876

$931
$1,088
$1,731
$84
$3,835

Minus
Proposed
Tax Change
Due to Levy
Changes
$32
$48
$51
$1
$132

Equals
Proposed
Tax Change
Due to Value
Changes
($25)
($32)
($33)
($1)
($91)

Q: So if I understand the example correctly this homeowner’s property tax bill is
projected to go up by $41 next year. Local levy changes alone would have
increased the tax bill by $132 but value changes that change the size of everyone’s
piece of the levy pie offset $91 of that increase?
A: You got it! Congratulations!

“My Final Property Tax Bill Looks a Lot Different Than My
T-n-T Statement!”
There’s one thing to keep in mind when using your T-n-T statement to discover the
reasons for your property tax changes: your November T-n-T statement may differ
from the actual property tax bill you’ll receive in early 2016. There are three main
reasons for this.
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The first is that T-n-T statements are based on proposed changes for the coming
year. Local governments can still tweak their budgets a bit based on public input
before making final decisions. But these tweaks won’t have a major impact on your
tax bill. The reason: by the time T-n-T statements are mailed, local governments’
lengthy budgeting processes are nearly complete. T-n-T statements and any
accompanying hearings are really designed to explain budget decisions rather than
give you the opportunity to influence decisions. Any last minute adjustments to
levies – which impact your property tax bill – are likely to be small.
A second and very common reason for a notable difference between your T-n-T
statement and your final tax bill concerns voter-approved referendum levies.
Citizens vote on these levies in November and the timing prevents the results from
being included in the T-n-T statements.
Referendum levies can make a big difference on your property tax bill. For instance,
in the example we are using, the T-n-T statement projects the South Washington
School District levy will increase by about 3%. However, voters approved a fairly
significant school property tax referenda in the November 2015 election. The result
is that the final school levy will actually increase by over 27% -- meaning that the
school property tax bill will be a lot higher than what the T-n-T statement says it will
be!
Here’s the good news: you can use the same process this guide lays out to identify the
reasons for your final property tax changes. Just substitute your actual property tax
bill for your T-n-T statement. At the end of this guide is an example of what a final
property tax bill looks like. As you can see, all the information you need is there too.
So, should you use the T-n-T statement or your property tax bill to understand your
property tax changes? It depends on the timeframe you want to look at. Using a T-nT statement is forward looking. It will help you understand why the taxes you are
going to pay in the coming year are changing, but the numbers aren’t final and may
exclude some big chunks of property tax which will eventually appear on your bill.
Using your actual tax bill will help you understand the reasons for change but you
will be looking at actions that have already happened. (If you are using your actual
tax bill, you will want the actual levy changes, not the proposed ones. That
information will be available sometime after January 1 at
http://www.revenue.state.mn.us/propertytax/Pages/ptlevies_16c.aspx.)
The final reason for the difference is that special assessments aren’t included on Tn-T statements. Local governments charge these assessments to a property owner to
pay for work that benefits your specific property – like street or sewer projects. Most
property owners pay these assessments over several years. Because the annual
payments don’t change from year to year, special assessments only change the
property tax bill when they start and when they end.
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Q: It seems to me that when real estate markets are really volatile, relative
valuation changes can have a huge influence on my property tax bill. Am I right?
A: Absolutely, and the way Minnesota’s property tax system is set up makes that
volatility even worse. For example, the way Minnesota changes market values into
taxable values causes business properties to get taxed at about twice the rate homes
do. This generally protects homeowners from higher property tax burdens when
property values are rising. But when a recession hits and business properties fall in
value faster than homes do, the “extra” burden they carry usually sloshes over to
homeowners.
Always remember this: valuation shifts can “mask” changes in your property tax bill
caused by levy decisions by shifting more tax away from (or more tax toward) your
property than levy changes do. Know how changes in your property’s value are
influencing your property tax bill.
Q What should I do if I disagree with the value my county assessor puts on my
property?
A: Although property assessment is based on sophisticated methods and modeling
and there are strict standards that assessors have to follow, assessing property values
is still partly an art form. Assessors sometimes overvalue a property, which leads to
tax bills that are higher than they should be. If you think the value of your home or
business is overstated, you can appeal the assessment by contacting your county
assessor’s office. We have outlined the appeals process at the end of this guide.
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STEP TWO: Break Down Your Local Levy Decisions
Q: OK, now I know how much of my property tax change is being driven by levy
effects and how much is being driven by valuation effects. Why do I need to know
more about why the levies are changing?
A: First things first. If you’re still reading this guide, it’s probably because your
property tax levies are going up. Even though everything from this point forward is
important whether levies go up or down, we’ll talk about levy decisions assuming the
choice has been to go higher.
You need to know more about this because when levy increases trigger property tax
increases, the result is too often a “blame game” with little accountability. One of the
biggest challenges in assigning responsibility for levy increases is that it is very easy
to point the finger at someone else. For example, one person claims levies are going
up because state aids are insufficient. Someone else claims state mandates are the
problem. Yet someone else claims the real problem is a lack of spending restraint by
locally elected officials. Who are you supposed to believe?
Remember our earlier discussion about the different factors affecting property tax
levy decisions? It’s not really possible to assign a specific levy amount to each of
them. BUT with a little effort (and some assistance from your local governments)
you can get a much clearer understanding of what is driving the increases in your
local levies. Importantly, this will help you assign responsibility for property tax
increases to the right places.
Even armed with this information assigning responsibility for tax increases due to
higher levies will always be a judgment call. But it’s important to have the relevant
facts to make an informed judgment. With a little effort, you can put the pieces of
this puzzle together and evaluate the situation for yourself.
Q: How do I start?
A: Begin by understanding how the levy total was derived. You may have asked
yourself in the past just how your local government determines the amount it needs to
levy. To answer this, you need some understanding about how local officials create
their annual budgets.
The most important thing to keep in mind is that for local officials, the property tax is
the revenue of “last resort”. In the budgeting process, elected officials and their staff
figure out how much they want to spend to provide the goods and services they think
citizens demand (some of which the state requires them to provide). They then
determine how much of the spending can be financed outside of the property tax.
These financing sources include things such as the use of reserves, aid payments,
charges for services, fees, and fines. The financing hole that remains must be filled
with the property tax – as a “last resort”.
Local officials may go through this process several times if they think the balance
between spending and revenues isn’t right and the resulting “revenue source of last
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resort” will be unacceptably high to citizens. But ultimately, their final budget will
reflect their best efforts to balance property tax burden with local needs and
expectations.
Q: Talk more about aid payments from other governments. I’ve heard that my
property taxes rise when state aid to local governments falls and that taxes fall
when the state increases those aids. Is that true?
A: Generally speaking, aids from the state are an important revenue source for many
local governments (and are absolutely HUGE for school districts). The state provides
two different kinds of aids for cities and counties. There are “general purpose” aids –
like Local Government Aid (LGA) – that can be spent on anything. Then there are
“categorical” aids that must be used to fund very specific items, often related to
human services or highways. When the state cuts these aids, local governments are
often still required to deliver the service they paid for, which increases the pressure
on property taxes.
BUT…just because the state increases or decreases aid to local governments
does NOT mean that property taxes have to go up or down in response. When
the state cuts aids, local governments must either reduce spending, find replacement
funding from another source, or some combination of the two. When the state
increases aids, local governments can either increase spending and/or reduce other
burdens, like property taxes. Determining whether and how aid changes really trigger
property tax changes requires some investigation into your local governments’
revenue and spending decisions.
Q: That helps a lot. So spending changes, aid changes, and changes in other nonproperty tax revenues all work together to influence the change in a local
government’s property tax levy. How do I figure out what’s going on?
A: First, keep in mind the “math” behind the levy:
Total Spending and Revenues Being Saved For Future Use
MINUS
State and Federal Aids
MINUS
Local Non-Property Tax Revenues and Use of Savings
EQUALS
Property Tax Levy
To plug the numbers into this formula, you need to get spending and revenue data for
your local governments. We won’t kid you – finding information on a proposed
budget for the upcoming year can be difficult.
Start by looking for the budget or finance area of your local governments’ websites.
If you are lucky you might find all the data you need posted cleanly and simply on a
11
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webpage. Washington County provides one example of an excellent budget summary
on its website (https://www.co.washington.mn.us/DocumentCenter/View/6678) with
all the information you need. So that you can see what we’re talking about, we’ve
reprinted their information on this page and the next.
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What’s more likely, though, is that you’ll find the information you want for the
current year but not for the upcoming year. In that case, you’ll need to contact your
local government to ask for the same information for the upcoming year. You’ll need
to ask for information from both years if the website doesn’t provide anything useful
(or if there’s no website at all).
The best data to use will include all the funds the government operates. You can look
just at the government’s General Fund if you like – but you will miss out on a part of
the property tax story.
Q: Do I really need to do this for every local government on my T-n-T statement?
A: That’s probably not worth the effort. Let the things you’ve already found out
guide your investigation. If one particular local levy is growing the fastest or has the
biggest impact on your property tax bill, you probably want to focus your effort there.

For Some Properties, It’s the “Big Three” Plus One:
Minnesota’s State General Tax
Although most property taxes in Minnesota fund local governments, the state does
levy a tax against business properties – mostly commercial, industrial, utility,
railroad, and resort properties – and cabins. Known as the “state general tax”,
lawmakers created this tax in 2001 and the total amount levied has grown with
inflation since then.
For taxes payable in 2015 the levy on cabins across Minnesota was $43.2 million and
the levy on business properties was $813.3 million. In the Twin Cities metro area,
the state general levy is often the largest piece of a commercial or industrial property
owner’s tax bill – and it is a significant piece of the bill for properties in other
portions of the state as well.
The important thing to keep in mind with the state general tax is that state lawmakers
control it and use the revenues from it to pay for statewide spending needs.
Lawmakers are free to raise or lower the amount they levy during their budgeting
processes. If you are concerned about the growth in this part of your property tax
bill, express your concerns to your state legislators.
13
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As we mentioned before, we recommend focusing on the “big three”: your city/
township, your school district, and your county. In most cases these governments
are going to be responsible for over 90% of your local property tax bill, so looking at
them gives you the best return on your investment of time.
Q: Well then, walk me through what I need to do next.
A: Let’s go back to the example we’ve been using and our “formula.” Add up the
numbers, plug them in and see what it tells you.
One important tip: local governments’ budget plans often include either putting aside
money for the future or using savings from previous years to pay for spending now.
These actions often affect changes in the property taxes local governments levy. As
just one example, governments can pay for new spending with savings from prior
years instead of turning to other sources – like the property tax. You want to account
for this as you evaluate any increases in property tax levies.
If your local government is raising more money than it’s spending, add the excess
revenues to total spending (“Revenues Being Saved For Future Use”) in the formula
so that the math works out right. If your local government is spending money that
was saved in previous years, just include that with the local non-property tax revenues
(“Use of Savings”) in the formula.
Returning to the example we’ve been using, you can see in the table below that
Washington County’s total proposed spending for the upcoming year is about $43.5
million higher than in the current year. $2.8 million of that higher spending – about
6% of the total – is going to be paid for with additional money from the state and
federal governments. Most of that new spending -- $37.7 million – is for “capital
outlay” – purchasing land or building facilities – and will be paid for through bond
proceeds, which show up as increased local non-property tax revenues.
But new spending is still going to outpace new non-property tax revenue growth. In
other words, local officials decided to increase spending by $3.0 million more than
growth in non-property tax revenues. This $3.0 million gap will be filled by
additional property taxes.
Current
Year

Washington County

Upcoming
Year

Annual
Change

Total Spending plus Revenues
$182,958,500 $226,411,500 $43,453,000
Being Saved for Future Use
Minus: Aid from State, Federal, and
$56,157,600 $58,910,400 $2,752,800
Local Governments
Minus: Local Non-Property Tax
$38,470,600 $76,125,000 $37,654,400
Revenues, Including Use of Savings
Equals: Property Taxes Levied
$88,330,300 $91,376,100 $3,045,800
Note: Includes the county’s Regional Rail Authority
Rather than make you do this math, we encourage you to contact your local
governments and ask them to summarize this information in this format and
make it available to citizens on their websites.
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Q: I can see how this presentation provides a helpful perspective and puts the levy
decision in a useful context. Now what?
A: That depends to some extent how you interpret the changes. If you’re concerned
that revenues aren’t growing fast enough (or at all), then you’ll want to know more
about why non-property tax revenues are changing. If you believe the growth in
spending is a potential concern, then you’ll want to understand more about why
spending is changing.
Q: How can I do this?
A: Let’s start on the revenue side. You’ll want to group revenues into two
categories. One group of revenues are those the local governments don’t have any
control over – the aids they get from other governments, primarily the state. As we
mentioned before, there are two kinds of aids – general purpose and categorical. If
categorical aids have changed, look into whether the spending they’re linked to has
changed, too. If general purpose aids have changed, you’ll want to ask local officials
what their thinking was as they responded to those changes.
The other category to look into is the non-property tax revenues that your local
government has some control over. This includes all sorts of things, including license
or permit charges, charges for the services a government provides, fines, and use of
savings. Once you’ve identified the biggest changes, you’ll be able to ask good
questions about why and how the revenues your local government depends on are
changing.
Q: That doesn’t seem to hard. What about the spending side?
A: Digging into spending changes is a little more complicated. You’ll want to look
at your local governments’ proposed spending changes two different ways. The first
is by “department” (governments sometimes describe this kind of information using
the words “function” or “program”). Looking at spending by department allows
you to see how much government spends on different types of services (like “public
safety”, “parks and recreation”, “public works” etc.). This gives you an “output”
perspective on government spending. Local governments usually provide excellent
spending summaries by department.
The second way is less common but no less important – spending by expenditure
type. Expenditure type reporting is an “input” perspective: summarizing government
spending by what government is purchasing with public dollars – salaries, employee
benefits, equipment, contracted services, etc. The example we provided back on
pages 12 and 13 from Washington County has a good example of this.
Each way provides different and important insights about why government spending
is changing.
 Looking at spending by department/program helps you understand what
governments’ spending priorities are and how much these programs cost.
 Looking at spending by expenditure type tells you why the cost of government
is changing.
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Q: I care about the programs and services my local government offers and its
spending priorities. Why should I pay attention to what governments actually buy
with my tax dollars?
A: Governments – like any other organization providing a good or service – face
inflationary pressures that influence the cost of the things they must purchase in order
to deliver public services. Because these pressures affect the cost of providing
services, they can ultimately affect your property taxes. That’s important to know.
The problem with focusing only on a departmental view of spending is that you miss
the influence these inflationary and cost pressures have on levies and ultimately your
property tax bill. Much like how valuation shifts can “mask” levy-prompted changes
in your property tax bill, looking only at outputs like “public safety” or “parks and
recreation” can mask the effect these pressures have on what it costs to provide those
government services.
Looking at spending by expenditure type is especially important when it comes to
employee compensation, for a couple of different reasons. First, because government
is fundamentally service-oriented, wages, health care benefits, retirement benefits and
other forms of compensation are generally the biggest piece of a government’s
operating budget. Knowing how those costs are changing will tell you a lot about
why the cost of government services is changing.
But looking at changes in
compensation
is
also
important
because
governments
negotiate
wages and certain benefits
with their employees. This
gives governments more
influence and control over
inflation in compensation
costs than with other goods
that they purchase from
sellers.

“What Are All These Different Funds?”
When you gather this information, you might see
references to different “funds”. Governments use
different “funds” to hold money that is earmarked for
different purposes.
Many governments will present information only for
their “General Fund”, which holds the money that
finances their day-to-day operations. The problem is
that property taxes often pay for other things too –
notably construction projects and payments on
government debt. Try to get information on all the
funds your local government uses to finance services.

Governments have a very
important, challenging and
often
sensitive
task: General Fund information alone will give you most
balancing their employees’ of the story, but without the other funds you may
very legitimate interests in miss out on something important.
compensation with the no
less important public interest that governments spend money effectively and wisely.
Taxpayers need information on spending by expenditure type to be able to evaluate
how well – in their opinion – elected officials are respecting and achieving that
balance.
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Q: What if I can’t find all this data?
A: You can often find detailed data on spending by expenditure type in hefty budget
documents but it is not often summarized in an easy-to-use way. Rather than make
you go through the time and hassle of sifting through thick budget documents to
create the summary you need, we encourage you to contact your local
governments and ask them to summarize this information for you (like
Washington County has done) and make it available on their websites or in some
other form. They won’t know citizens want information this way unless you tell
them so!
Q: All right. How do I use expenditure information?
A: Again, focus your attention on issues that are having the biggest impact. Start by
finding biggest spending changes using both the department and expenditure type
information. Continuing to use Washington County as our example, we can see that
most of the $43.5 million in increased spending increases is concentrated in two
“functional” areas: Street and Highway Capital Spending (generally, road
construction) and Other Capital Outlay (generally, purchases of land or construction
of facilities). Total spending will increase by only $1.8 million in the remaining area,
with the biggest changes coming in Public Safety and General Government.
Selected Spending by Function,
Current
Washington County
Year
Other Capital Spending
$1,290,000
Street & Highway – Capital Spending
$16,324,300
Public Safety
$45,497,000
General Government
$24,416,600
Note: Includes the county’s Regional Rail Authority

Upcoming
Annual
Year
Change
$22,560,000 $21,270,000
$36,749,300 $20,425,000
$47,446,200
$1,949,200
$22,881,700 ($1,534,900)

The idea here is that you can identify the three or four spending areas that are having
the biggest impact on the yearly change in government spending. Dig for more
details in these areas – find out why these big changes are happening. Have the
government’s spending priorities changed? Are there large one-time projects that are
creating big jumps or drops in certain spending areas? Has government reorganized
its departments to provide services differently? The answers to questions like these
will help you understand why spending is changing like it is.
Q: So how do I use this expenditure type information?
A: Same idea. Continuing our example, the four expenditure types with the biggest
changes in spending (both upward and downward) account for virtually all of the
proposed new spending. Most of the increased costs come from allocating more
money for purchases of big physical assets (land, buildings/construction, and such).
The other major increases are in employee wages and medical benefits for employees
are offset in part by lower payments for services and changes.
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Selected Spending by Expenditure Type,
Current
Washington County
Year
Capital Outlay
$22,426,200
Employee Wages
$66,082,100
Services and Charges
$32,686,200
Medical Insurance for Employees
$6,596,500
Note: Includes the county’s Regional Rail Authority

Upcoming
Annual
Year
Change
$62,133,300 $39,707,100
$69,316,600
$3,234,500
$31,560,100 ($1,126,100)
$7,223,200
$626,700

Again, the idea is that these findings will point you in the directions where you want
to ask questions. If employee costs are changing, try to see what is having the biggest
impact by getting more information about changes in the number of employees, and
separate spending amounts for wages and benefits. If capital costs are changing – ask
what new projects are being started or which other projects have been completed. If
debt costs are changing – ask whether your government is taking on new debt,
retiring old debt, or restructured its existing debt.
In this example, capital outlay might represent the best example of how useful it is to
look at spending information through two different lenses. Capital spending can get
buried when spending data is presented by department or function, because each
department will spend money on new assets (street construction, police stations and
fire halls are just a few examples). Showing this data by expenditure type makes it
apparent that the county is planning to spend considerable new dollars on capital
equipment or buildings.
Will all this work make you an expert on your local governments’ budgets? No. But
you don’t need to be an expert to engage with your local officials about the tax and
spending decisions they are making in an informed and responsible way.
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STEP THREE: Getting Involved!
Q: This is all interesting information but wouldn’t it just be a whole lot easier to
gain control over property taxes by limiting how fast they can grow?
A: That’s the path a lot of states have taken and Minnesota has done this
occasionally. But experience reveals three big problems and pitfalls with this idea:


Limits undercut the critical idea of local control. With property tax limits,
local governments become more reliant on state aids that are unpredictable,
usually have stipulations attached, and are often political footballs. Limits
also tend to centralize even more power at the state level and make it a lot
more difficult for local governments to deliver services to residents and
businesses based on their needs and expectations.



Limits incentivize highly “creative” financing of government programs, which
damages government accountability and transparency.



Policymakers often decide to make exceptions to help fund certain services.
Over time, the limits can become so riddled with exemptions that they are
more ornamental than functional.

As we said at the beginning of this guide, property taxes are the bedrock of local
government finance for very good reasons. Minnesota needs to offer high-quality
public services, and a well-functioning property tax is essential for local governments
to do just that. An informed, involved public can only make the system work better.
Q: So how do I use this information to get involved? Should I go to the “Truth-inTaxation” meetings my local governments hold in December?
A: You can go to the T-n-T meetings, but don’t expect your input to result in major
changes to the upcoming budget. By the time T-n-T meetings take place, the local
budget process is nearly complete. There isn’t enough time left before the beginning
of the next budget year to make big changes. Truth-in-Taxation statements and any
accompanying hearings are designed to allow local government officials to explain
budget decisions to the public rather than give you the opportunity to influence
decisions.
Q: If T-n-T meetings aren’t the way to go, then how can I engage with my local
officials and influence my property tax bill?
A: You need to involve yourself in the budget setting process. Local government
officials begin planning their budgets each spring. Attending these early meetings are
critical, because they set the tone for the budget by examining spending priorities and
determining whether or not the budget should grow; and if so, by how much. We
cannot emphasize enough the importance of taking part in these meetings if you want
to influence local budgets (and by extension, property taxes). Contact your local
governments to find out how to participate in the budget process from the beginning.
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Q: How can I be more effective in monitoring local budget preparations?
A: Here are some ideas:


Ask your local officials how you and your neighbors can get more involved in
budgeting decisions earlier in the budget building process. Most large
jurisdictions start building their budgets early in the year preceding the budget
year (e.g. early 2016 for the 2017 budget). Get in on the ground floor early
next year.



You might want to organize a neighborhood budget committee. The
committee can be broken down into separate task forces – one for your city
budget, one for your county budget, and one for the school budget.



Each task force could designate one or more persons to attend budget
meetings and get more involved in the details of budgeting. They could
regularly report developments back to the task force, and each task force
could report to the full committee at certain intervals. The task forces could
also be used as a way to get educated about the issues and mechanics of
spending programs. Invite experts to address your group about local issues
and options.



Some jurisdictions use citizen advisory committees as a study group or
sounding board on budget decisions. Ask your local officials how you can be
appointed to such committees.



Contact various community organizations for educational material that will
help you understand the issues facing your local officials. Seek out your local
officials and ask questions about budgeting plans. Don’t be shy – you are not
expected to know everything.

Q: How can I get more information about how our complicated property tax
system works?
A: Our old property tax guide – “Understanding Your Property Taxes” – included
more information about the property tax system design itself. If you want to know
more about the system – such as how taxable values are derived or how classification
schemes or homestead exemptions work – just let us know. We’d be happy to send
you a copy of that guide or answer any questions you might have.
Q: Thanks for all your help – this has been really useful. But I have a question
you didn’t answer. What can I do about that?
A: Get in touch with us! We’d be happy to talk to you – and perhaps include your
question in next year’s edition!
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Do You Think Your Property is Over-Assessed?
The diagram below shows the steps you need to take to contest the value your local
assessor gives to your property.
Visit Your Local Assessor's Office
check the facts
compare neighboring property values
seek an adjustment

1-Step
Appeal

3-Step
Appeal
Appeal to City/Town "Board of Review" or "Open Book"
meets in April or May
appear in person or by letter
call city or town clerk for appointment

Appeal to County "Board of Equalization"
meets last two weeks of June
appeal in person or by letter
call county auditor or assessor for appt.

Appeal to the MINNESOTA TAX COURT
Appeal by April 30 of year following assessment

REGULAR DIVISION
attorney recommended
decisions may be appealed to state
Supreme Court
can be used for any property
must be used for property assessed
over $300,000

SMALL CLAIMS DIVISION
attorney not necessary
decisions are final
use for your home, or any property
assessed under $300,000

For more information about the Tax Court write to Minnesota Tax Court, Minnesota
Judicial Center, Suite 245, 25 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd., St. Paul, MN
55155; call 651-296-2806; or go to http://www.taxcourt.state.mn.us
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Sample Property Tax Statement

Source: Minnesota Department of Revenue
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